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PREFACE

The purpose of the project wu to build a mathematical system around
the Fibonacci sequence. The elements that resulted are called F-sequences
and are denoted (~IY) where ~ and 1/ are real numbers and are the first
two terms of a sequence. These elements are used to prove many inter
esting properties which Ihow that the system is an algebraic ring. The
resulting capabU1ties of such a system were proved. in that simultaneous
equationa could be eet up and their solutions found on the mM 1620 com
puter. sets of three equations had F-sequence coefficients and constants
and the variables were F-sequences.

F-SEQUENCEB

There i8 an obscure set of numbers known by mathematicians as the
"Fibonacci Sequence". It has many rare properties and has recently been
found to have appUcation to many natural phenomena. The first two
terms are 0 and 1. and every term thereafter is the sum ot the preceding
two terms. Thus. the rule tor forming this requence Is: /"., = /,,+1 +/rv

where f. = O. and II = 1.

The only difference between the Fibonacci sequence and any other
formed in a 8lmllar manner is the set of two beginning terms. The uni
verse, UI of F-sequences is the set of aU sequences for which the rule for
forming 1.: " ..., = "..., + "., and for which U. = P, Us = q, where I' and
q are any real numbers. Since the first two terms determine the sequence,
then an I'-sequence wlll be denoted as follows: (p,q).

One of the unusual properties of an Ji'-sequence Is that the limit ot the
ratios of consecutive terms II equal to the famous "golden ratio". That Is
Um (M••tI",,) = (1 + l5~)/2.

It A represents the sequence (a,.A,... ) • B represents the sequence
('>.. '>1.... ) and A + B Is defined to be the sequence (ae + boo tit + bl.... ). za
is detlned to be the sequence (~a..ZGt.... ). It Is easy to show that the set
of sequences with these two operations fonn a vector space. If a••, =
a.., + o.u b••, =b.., +brv tI = 0, 1..... and z and y are real numbers. then
zo... + yb... = ZG,..I +yb••, + za. + 1/b., 80 the F-sequences also form a
vector apace. Moreover. the first two terms are zae + 1/b. and za, +ybl •

That la, In the notation above, z(p,q) + 1/(u,v) = (zp + !lU, zq + yv).
and the vector apace of I'-sequences Is the same as the ordinary vector
apace of pain of real numbers.

. Henceforth, 1', Q, H, wU1 denote the particular .r-sequences (0.1).
(1,0), and (1,1) = 1'+ Q. Azty I'-sequence U = (p,q) can be written as
pQ + 91' or (q-p).r + pH. It U l8 an .r-sequence. U. will denote the
r-sequence which beg1Da with the term ... of U. That is, it U = (p,q).
U. = V, V, = (q,p+q), U. = (fI+q,p+2q).... Then U = (q-p)F + pH
can be written V = (q-p) r. + pl'. Th1a suggests that a product might
be detlned for JP-eequences, 80 that , would be an Identity. by UV =
(9,p) V. + pV.. It V = (r,a) then UV = (q-p) (r,a) + p(e,r+a), or
(PA) (r,a) = (qr + pa - pr, pr + qa). Straightforward verification of
the cornm.utati~ U8OC1atlve, and dlstrlbutive laws shows that with these
detInltlona of sum and products, the F-eequencee form a commutative ring
with , as multiplicative Identity.
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Moreover, for any r-sequence U = ('PA) multiplication by powen of
B has the same effect as cancelling the flrat terms of a sequence accord·
ing to the power. Speciflcally, If U. denotes the nth term ot the sequence,
then H-U = U. or (l,l)·(p,q) = (1,1)·(",.~) = (v.......,). Thla can be
proved by induction since (l,l) (p,q) = (q,p+q) = U, and If B'U = U,
then Bt+,U = B(B'U) = BU. = (1,1) (UUv&+I) = (v'.1)vt+, + v,) =
("a.vva.J) = U11I+1"

Some interesting properties of r-sequences can be derived by the wte
of the ring properties. It is customary to define the zero exponent to be
the identity so for any non-zero oF-sequence U, ue will be defined as oF.
Since a B = oF, B-· can be defined as a·. The first few powers of a,
namely a' = (O,l), a' = (l,O), aJ = (-1,1), aJ = (2,-1), at = (-8,2),
a' = (5,-8), Indicates that aa = [(-l)··'/a,(-l)·I._,l. This can be
shown by induction because If it is true for n, then a{aa) = (l,O) [{_I)
"'/.,(-l)·<la_,)] = [(_l)··V••,(_l)a.l/.] and it is true for 91+ 1. It is
true for n = 0, so for all " = 0,1,2,8..... Two well-known identities about
r-sequences follow quickly trom algebraic identities In the ring. Since
r.F. = B·FBaoF = B···F = F ••a = (/.J.+I) (/.,/a.') = (/./a.' +1...1

la-I.I.,I.I. + if••, + I ••,) = <I....J••a.I), it follows from equating the first
terms in the last two expressions and using the fact that la.1 - I. = 1._1
that

I ••• = 1.1_1 + 1.+Ja'
Moreover, since Baa· = F, or (/a,I.+I) [(_l)a+I/.,( _l)a/._I] = [(-1)·(1.
fa-,-I.+J. + 1.2

). (_l)n+I(f.'-I._,)] = [0. (-I)"I(/.'-I..tI._,)] = (0,1)

it follows that
la'- I.+J.-, = (-1)·+1.

In order to see what was involved in solving systems of equations in
this ring. a system was programmed for the IBM 1620 computer to solve
a system of three equations in three unknowns with coefficients and con
stants for F-sequences, by using Cramer's rule where the solution for an
unknown is the quotient In which the determinant obtained by replacing
the column of coefficients of the unknown by the column of constants is
divided by the determinant of the coefficients. It was found that it was
first necessary to know how to divide F-sequence or how to find the reci
procal of an oF-sequence. This. however, reduces to solving two equations
in two unknowns with real coefficients. That is, if U·I = (:e,y) is 80ugb·
Where U = ('P,q) then

(q - p):e + W = O. 1':e + qy =1.

The solution can be found if q2 - p' - qp is non-zero. or If q 11 not [(1 ~

5~)/2]p.
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